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Interview with Nikolai Tolstoy Robbins Library Digital Projects I would love to find complete books on the legend of 
King Arthur. The disney movie The Sword in The Stone was incidentally based on the first part of the book! The 
Hollow Hills covers Arthur's childhood and his coming to the crown. the first book of merlin the coming of the king 
nikolai tolstoy Facebook THE COMING OF THE KING BEING THE FIRST PART OF THE BOOK OF MERLIN, OR 
In composing THE COMING OF THE KING: THE FIRST BOOK OF MERLIN, Nikolai Tolstoy (great grandson of the famous Russian novelist) taps the rich residue of Celtic mythology and prehistory centered on the legendary figure of King Arthur. Readers who enjoy the work of Robert Graves, Ursula K. LeGuin, T.H. White, and Mary Stewart will certainly find great pleasure in this long historical novel. There are so many characters and place names in THE COMING OF THE KING that Tolstoy was forced to include two glossaries, which aid the reader immeasurably as this complex tale unfolds.